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File submission deadlines 2023-2024

File Item Cutoff Date



Review of Submitted Material

Careful review of materials/dossier prior to submitting to the Dean’s 
office will help to avoid/minimize a delay and/or return of the file to 
the department.
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What documents are needed?
• AP-10 Addendum----This is the primary review file. All information during the review 

period should be included.

• CV (information of your entire career)

• Outside letters (only mandatory for initial appointment, promotions, and advancement 
to Professor Above Scale)---please include letters from other UC campuses!

• Teaching evaluations

• Reflective teaching statement (required)
• Research statement (if applicable)
• Service statement (not required but recommended)

• Inclusive Excellence/Diversity statement - only required for the initial appointment 
- optional for merit/promotion review, if there is something you want to highlight  
-CAP typically prefers this information to be included in AP-10 for merit/promotion 
review
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Personal statements
3 pages max each!

2 pieces of evidence of teaching



AP-10 Addendum (new version!)
(last updated 6/2022)

 The role of the faculty member is to input all the information in AP-10, prepare 
personal statements and provide CV, teaching evaluations and publications.

 The role of the analyst is to review and make sure that the information provided is 
within the review period, and complies with policy and procedures
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a new section for Professional Development Activities in each of the three review areas

Examples:
• Teaching: Participation in DTEI (Division of Teaching Excellence and Innovation) workshops
• Service: Participation in Leadership training programs
• Research: Participation in grant writing workshop



AP-10 sections 
Section I----Employment history

Section II----Teaching/mentoring

Section III----Creative activities

Section IV----Professional recognition/Clinical 
competence and service activities

Section V----University service



Evaluation criteria
Teaching/mentoring
Excellent teaching evaluations
Record of mentoring

Service
Evidence for professional recognition
List of professional and university service activities

Creative activities
Evidence of independent and robust research program. 
Peer-reviewed original publications
Grant funding and/or clinical trials as a PI

Clinical competence

Adjunct series only requires two out of 
three activities (research, teaching and 
service)!



• Include faculty name and review period on every page of addendum 
(you have to do this 5 times due to sectioning of the file).

• All material listed on the addendum must be within the review period
• Use the most current form revised as of (6/22); always use the form 

from AP website https://ap.uci.edu/forms/
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https://ap.uci.edu/forms/


List each step and don’t consolidate by ranks.
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 Add asterisks to those 
with teaching 
evaluations. (For 
promotions, 
evaluations for the last 
5 years should be 
included.)

 Underline regular 
courses.
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*

*

Section II. Teaching/Mentoring
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Section II. B and C: Faculty members with clinical teaching only



Section II Cont’d
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• Do not need to list names of students, residents and fellows
• Do list the dates on service, number of students, residents and fellows
• Number of hours spent teaching
• List all lectures given to students, residents and fellows 
• Don’t report the same lecture in >1 section; instead, explain if the audience for 

a specific lecture included >1 learner category



Clinical teaching

• It is important to describe the nature of teaching activities (organizing 
course, grading, lecturing, conducting clinical teaching) if this is not 
otherwise provided. 

• Medical student and resident evaluations must be obtained. If there 
are very few student evaluations, the unit is responsible for providing 
other evidence (letters solicited from students, observation of other 
faculty, etc.) on the teaching performance. 

• It is also important to indicate the total contact hours with students 
during the quarter, or in the case of team teaching, the hours on 
which the evaluation is based.



Section II
Cont’d
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Section II
Cont’d

17
CLINICAL FACULTY (LIST RESIDENTS, FELLOWS WHO YOU MENTORED FOR RESEARCH OR CLINICAL TEACHING)

(List visiting students/scholars, summer high school student research program, etc. Briefly indicate what this supervision entailed.) 

List here!

Explain!



Section II, cont’d
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IF YOU ORGANIZED 
A NEW COURSE OR 
REVAMPED AN 
EXISTING COURSE 
DURING THE 
REVIEW PERIOD, 
REPORT IT HERE!



Section II Cont’d



Teaching
❑ Reflective Teaching Statement

 CAP looks for candidate’s engagement with teaching evaluations, 
addressing any problems and explaining how they are / were resolved.

❑ Student Evaluations of Teaching (SET)
 Include most recent SETs, up to the last 5 years
 Response rates are important (indicate if low response rates are 

normal within unit)
 Student comments are often more valuable than numerical scores
 CAP discusses potential gender/ethnicity/race biases in teaching 

evaluations and related concerns.
 Any major negative comments should be addressed in the teaching 

statement and the department letter.

Office of Academic Personnel/CAP

teaching evaluations for Fall 2022 watermarked for the effect of UAW strike

https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/guidance/teachstatement/


 Make sure that they are published during the 
review period.

 Stipulate “peer-reviewed” (or not).

 Separate or clearly mark original research 
articles and review articles.

 Stipulate your role as corresponding or co-
corresponding author.

 Your name in bold for easy detection

 For a middle author, explain your role and 
degree of contribution. (minor, moderate, 
major or %)

 BioRxiv publications can be listed as “non-
peer reviewed”

 Make sure the numbers match with those 
in CV (and stay the same over time).
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Published after the last review 
period (typically 2-3 years).

Section III. Research and Creative Activity



Only for a multi-year work that 
would not be published until 
later, but the completed portion 
can be evaluated now.



Section III. Research and Creative Activity
• Publishing peer-reviewed original research articles, case reports, review articles (“invited” 

review is a plus), and book chapters 
• Important to publish as a first or senior author – corresponding author status is crucial
• Middle authorship should be documented/explained (subject matter expert, supply of 

special resource, expert analysis of dataset). Do not assume peers will understand your 
role.

• Evidence of impact: author- or paper-level metrics (not required but can be used)
-H-Index in Google Scholar or Semantic Scholar: an author-level metric that measures 
both the productivity and citation impact of the publication. H-index should increase 
each year.
-iCite: Relative Citation Ratio (RCR) values, which measure the scientific influence of each 
paper by field- and time-adjusting the citation.
-Impact Factor (IF): a measure of the frequency with which the average article in a 
journal has been cited in a particular year. It is used to measure the importance or rank 
of a journal.

• Publishing case reports, review articles, and book chapters, development of teaching 
materials or web site content, and clinical trials are also considered important creative 
activity for HS, Clinical X and Adjunct faculty members. 23



If you have any video or other 
online resources during the 
review period, list here

If you had a patent during 
the review period, list here

 Make sure that grants and trials 
overlap with the review period.

 Include all the information 
indicated at the top, including a 
descriptive title of the grant.

 Amount can be Direct (D), or 
total (T).

 Stipulate your role as PI, MPI or 
co-I/sub-contractor/conultant
(then list the PI name).

SECTION III – Cont’d
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• Extramural funding (grants) and/or investigator-initiated clinical trials as 
the PI, MPI or site-PI

• Current research protocols that have IRB approval but for which the 
clinical trial has not yet been funded or initiated can be mentioned in the 
research statement

Section III. Research and Creative Activity 
(continued)



Research and Scholarly Activity
Office of Academic Personnel/CAP

❑AP-10 bullet points with supporting self statements that are clear, concise 
and provide additional context (see below) are helpful.

❑CAP looks for connections between research activity, impact and leadership.
 Example: For co-authors, co-artistic directors, designers, collaborators, 

“team science,” inter- or cross-disciplinary work – Provide context: did
the candidate initiate the work? Did they have a minor or a major role in 
the development and final production of the work?

❑ Research grants, external funding:
 A mark of stature / research accomplishments
 Explain grant / funding totals – indicate candidate’s role as PI or Co-I



List the creative activities that promote or support an increase of diversity.
For example,
• publication that includes a minority/diversity student as an author.
• actual study/grant/clinical trial that directly focuses on health disparity.

SECTION III – Cont’d

Note, diversity is viewed very broadly – categories could be ethnic background, gender identity, socioeconomic 
status, first-generation student, military veterans, disabled populations etc…
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Section IV. Professional Recognition and Activity

• Awards and Honors, media coverage
• Participation in activities of clinical and/or professional organizations
• Membership on editorial boards and manuscript review
• Grant review, NIH and other study section membership
• Invited lectures at other institutions and professional meetings
• Accepted Abstract/Poster Presentations at Professional Meetings
• Community service outreach activities
• Mentorship of other faculty

Clinical competence
• Evidence of provision of high-quality patient care (e.g., Super Doctor, USA)
• Board certification (list under Section IV.B)
• Leadership role in your division, clinical program (List in Section V, university service)

28
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Also list board certification!



Section IV
Cont’d

30Include poster or selected oral presentations in this section



Section IV
Cont’d
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Section IV
Cont’s

32
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Section IV
Cont’d



Section V. University Service

• Department, SOM, campus-wide, or UC-wide committees
• Hospital committees (this should be under SOM)
• Department Chair, Division Chief, Organized Research Unit (ORU) 

Director and other leadership roles
• Less service is expected from Assistant Professors
• Significant service/leadership is expected at higher ranks (for 

senate faculty, campus-wide service is expected to ensure shared 
governance of the University of California).

34
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Service

❑ Context in service activities is essential
 CAP looks for levels of leadership, effort and main contributions, not 

long lists of service activities.
 For example:

● How many hours/years?
● Compensated or volunteer? What is standard in the department?
● Editorial work: How many papers reviewed? Top journals or blog?

❑ Higher levels of service are required at higher ranks/steps.

Office of Academic Personnel/CAP



University: Across the UC system, UCOP advisory committee, EPIC liaison 
for UC system

Campus-wide: work with school of nursing, school of arts, Samueli
Institute, Administrative role 

School of Medicine:  Interview medical student applicants, office of 
medical education, curriculum review, advisory committee for dean’s 
office, cross collaborations across depts

UCI Health, Hospital committee (may include a brief bullet point about 
their contribution)

Division/Department Committees: PEC, CCC, Educational, Wellness, 
Resident/fellows Interviews

Section V
Examples of University service for HS faculty members
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Section V
Cont’d



Diversity

• CAP encourages the candidate to include their work in inclusive 
excellence and diversity where appropriate in the AP-10.

• If you feel strongly that your inclusive excellence/diversity 
efforts warrant a separate statement, you are free to provide a 
separate statement. https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/guidance/ieactivities/

• It is helpful if these contributions are also highlighted in the 
departmental letter.
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So so
I supervised 5 URM and 7 female students over the current review period. 

Good
Out of 15 trainees in my lab under my direct supervision during the review period, 5 were URM and 
7 were female students.  I provided both general career guidance and more specific mentoring 
tailored towards challenges specific to these different groups. I also supported their 
minority/diversity fellowship applications.

Excellent
Out of 15 trainees in my lab under my direct supervision during the review period, 5 were URM and 
7 were female students. To achieve this level of diversity in my lab, I ensured that the opportunity 
was advertised in venues that are specifically targeted to URM and to female students (list), and I 
participated in outreach activities to URM and female students at a scientific conference (list) to 
publicize the graduate program and other training opportunities in my lab to these groups. Once 
trainees were in my lab, I provided both general career guidance and more specific mentoring 
tailored towards challenges specific to these different groups. I also supported their 
minority/diversity fellowship applications, and 2 students were successful in their applications.

Not all diversity descriptions or activities are equal
(always provide context)

40



Personal Statements (1-2 pages)

• Reflective teaching statement: discuss your teaching philosophy, highlight 
any teaching innovation, and address negative teaching evaluations.

• Research statement: focus on providing context (explain the significance 
of your study in the field, define your contribution in team science, 
etc.) rather than going into details of your projects.
Describe any unfunded clinical research/IRB.

• Service statement: Briefly summarize your service, elaborate if a certain 
committee activity requires a lot of hours/work!

• Inclusive Excellence/Diversity statement - only required for the initial 
appointment

-CAP typically prefers IED information included in the diversity sections in 
AP-10 for merit/promotion review.

Put your accomplishments in context!



CAP strongly encourages faculty to document any negative impacts of 
the strike on professional achievements in their self-statements 
(teaching, research, service, and/or inclusive excellence). 

While faculty are not expected to provide personal details about difficult 
individual circumstances, the impact of these circumstances can be 
included and contextualized so all levels of review (including the 
department, school, and CAP) may conduct an equitable evaluation of 
merit and promotion cases that considers how they were impacted by 
the strike.

Effect of UAW strike

Teaching evaluations for Fall 2022 watermarked



External letters for promotion (do not provide drafts!)
• Assistant to Associate
• Associate to Professor
• Professor Step V to VI
• Professor above scale

(Distinguished Professor)

4-5 external letters required

Letters not required

4-5 external letters required

43

• At least 3 letters must be Department-nominated, Non-conflicted
• 1-2 of them should be from other UC campuses.----important for CLINX!
• Your former mentors are ”conflicted” forever
• Collaborators are conflicted for 4 years.
• Candidate and department generate two independent lists. Any name that 

appears on both is marked as Department.
• The letter writers must be at/above rank of the proposed candidate rank.



External Letters

❑ Promotion to Associate, Full Professor and Adv. to Above-Scale: 4-5 letters 
needed, at least 3 dept. nominated and non-conflicted, reviewers must be at 
or above rank of candidate (APP 3-60 B).

❑ On AP-11, give details regarding connection with candidate for ALL letter 
writers, don’t evaluate connection (e.g., “was a colleague of former advisor, 
but never formally collaborated”).

❑ Very short snippets from external letters can be included in dept. evaluation 
but do not quote substantially from letters.

❑ Avoid selecting reviewers from previous actions for the same candidate.

(Office of Academic Personnel/CAP)

https://ap.uci.edu/policies-procedures/app/3-60/


Dept/Chair/Dean Letters
❑ Shorter is often better
❑ Provide context and assessment:

• “Prof. X’s service on this committee was commendable because of
Y”

• “Prof. X had a heavier teaching load than normal because of Y.
Normal load for department is Z.”

❑ Avoid reiterating AP-10 content or other letters. Help CAP understand 
the context of the activities listed on AP-10

❑ Address any negative aspects of the file
❑ Stipulate which two of three areas (teaching, creative activity, 

service) are outstanding to justify acceleration.

Adjunct series only requires two out of three activities (research, teaching and service)!
Faculty members with clinical duties are evaluated for the 4th category [Clinical Competence] 

SOM (FY20-21): ~17% went for acceleration and ~57% success rate



Review of Submitted Material

Careful review of materials/dossier prior to submitting to the Dean’s 
office will help to ensure less of a delay and/or return of the file with a 
“BACK TO DEPT/SCHOOL” memo. 

Faculty members should be proactive and 
invested in preparation of their AP-10 
for the best chance of success! 
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Helpful Websites
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AP-10 addendum (2022-06) can be found at
https://ap.uci.edu/forms/

Office of Academic Personnel-Resources for Faculty:
https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/

Academic Personnel Manual:
http://www.ucop.edu/academic-personnel-programs/academic-personnel-
policy/index.html

Council on Academic Personnel FAQ:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XCZNTNDiyZF3KNamkxKQkqeSP1hUU6gdX2W
kehK3Dr4/edit

Guidance for preparing review files and statements
https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/guidance/

SOM Office of Academic Affairs
https://medschool.uci.edu/about/office-academic-affairs

https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/
http://www.ucop.edu/academic-personnel-programs/academic-personnel-policy/index.html
http://www.ucop.edu/academic-personnel-programs/academic-personnel-policy/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XCZNTNDiyZF3KNamkxKQkqeSP1hUU6gdX2WkehK3Dr4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XCZNTNDiyZF3KNamkxKQkqeSP1hUU6gdX2WkehK3Dr4/edit
https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/guidance/
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